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A farmer’s wife speaks – rural broadband solutions

why I care – what’s wrong – what’s to be done
I am a hairdresser and a farmer’s wife, and I don’t want to run the country, but I do want to set a 
few facts straight.

I got involved with tech in the late 80s, when my children started using computers, I didn’t want to 
‘not know’ what they were doing. I did some training, and worked as a digital graphic artist for a 
designer from home, whilst doing caring duty. This meant posting large files on disks, but then we 
got digital in earnest to keep up with competitors. I started with dial up and tried satellites, without 
much success, so I ended up as part of a group building a wifi mesh with the help of the university, 
and this then led to laying the very first rural community fibre to the home in 2009. I am now a 
small cog in a fibre network called B4RN, built by the community, for the community, and costing 
£30 a month for gigabit symmetrical, unlimited, unthrottled awesomeness.

During the last 15 years I have seen what a mess we are making of ‘Digital Britain’. I have seen 
funding wasted. I have seen politicians looking foolish. I have worked as a volunteer for the Digital 
Assembly as an observer and reported to Neelie Kroes, who, like me wants every citizen to have the
chance to be digital. I want to help. Thanks to my community and B4RN JFDI, I now have one of 
the best connections in the world, here on my farm. My speed test, just for interest, what’s yours 
like?

Why I care. (about the rest of the country) (inc You)
Millions of us are left on connections that are not, and never will be fit for purpose. Government 
have been brainwashed into believing in infinity.

http://www.trefor.net/author/condergmail-com/
http://www.dslreports.com/speedtest/768659
https://youtu.be/NZnyEGPJv3w


In order to save billions of pounds in eHealth, eEducation and eGov we need every single citizen to 
be able to go online, easily, affordably. At the moment they can’t, so the analogue ways have to 
continue which is very expensive for the government and taxpayer. We should NEVER ask ‘what 
will it cost?’. We should ask ‘what will it cost if we don’t grasp the nettle and do it once, and do it 
right?’ Patching up the old phone lines is not a solution, and it is a scandal and a disgrace that this 
government, and the previous two have got it so wrong.

We are up against a monopoly incumbent, determined to protect its assets, with a massive marketing
budget and snake oil salesmen. We are the lobbyists of the future. We need to be heard. Thank you 
to Tref for the platform! May I also say at this point that our phone line network was one the best in 
the world, it fed the industrial revolution, and that is down to the fantastic engineers who built and 
maintained it. Sadly, since privatisation the finances for upgrades simply haven’t happened. Yet 
money can be found to buy football coverage to try to stamp out Sky…

What’s wrong. (with the rest of the country) (inc you)
The current state of ‘Digital Britain’.

What really bugs me is the fact that most of the politicians, civil servants and funders who are in 
charge of building a Digital Britain in order to keep up with the digital revolution know very 
little about the subject. This has been proved time and time again. The emperor has no clothes, yet 
all the minions assure him he’s gorgeous. (looking   at you Edward). As we lose our manufacturing 
industries we have to replace them with other exports, and digital exports are the way to do it.

All the funding for the final third (rural areas and those on long lines) who couldn’t get broadband 
has been manipulated into Openreach coffers and wasted. ‘Wasted’ you say? ‘they have brought 
fibre broadband, superfast to millions of homes’ you say? Not so. If you study the statistics its 
‘homes passed’. What has really happened is that the monopoly has effectively prevented anyone 
else getting support by grabbing the funding and by doing so has throttled innovative solutions from
altnets. They have enabled some cabinets, and every single home on those cabs are classed as 
having ‘fibre broadband, even if they are still on dial up.

The quango in charge of regulating telecoms is staffed with ex BT employees and tickboxers doing 
reports. They base their reports on information from BT and consultancies who are often paid by 
BT to write more reports. The ASA (advertising standards authority) has no grasp of physics and 
is worse than useless. They think we are getting fibre broadband through phone lines. They let 
millions of pounds of marketing budgets bombard you with advertising until you believe in infinity. 
This is total rubbish. I will tell you why…

Fibre broadband does not come down phone lines. Also, their statistics are ‘homes passed’, and 
many in those statistics aren’t really connectable, (too few cabinets deployed and not enough fibre). 
 If an exchange is enabled it moves into the superfarce statistics, even if users’ lines are still too far 
away to get a fit for purpose connection. Business area cabinets are not upgraded to protect 
openreach revenue from leased lines. Poor areas are often not enabled. Rural areas don’t have any 
cabinets to upgrade to ‘fibre’. It is all a superfarce.

The ‘fibre’ cabinets are a choke point (see p141, Peter Cochrane evidence to HOL) and a dead end 
and are not futureproof. All the funding wasted on these would have been better spent getting real 

http://www.parliament.uk/documents/lords-committees/communications/Superfastbroadband/SuperfastBroadbandEvidence.pdf
http://www.computing.co.uk/ctg/news/2196401/former-bt-cto-slams-uks-visionless-broadband-plans/page/2
http://www.computing.co.uk/ctg/news/2196401/former-bt-cto-slams-uks-visionless-broadband-plans/page/2


fibre nodes into the final third, not squandering it on the urban fringe where there was easy picking. 
All it has done is enable a few near the cabinets to go a bit faster.

It hasn’t helped any on long lines. Many cabinets haven’t been enabled, only the easy ‘economic’ 
ones that BT could have done themselves, and should have done if they had wanted to.

Many millions are therefore still on the wrong side of the digital divide, still tied to copper phone 
lines. We are no nearer NGA than we were in 2003. In those days 2Mbps would have been luxury,
 in 2005 someone invented youtube, and iPlayer and now needs are climbing and 100Mbps doesn’t 
seem that fast any more with many homes streaming on TV and PCs. Cabinets cannot deliver what 
many need now, let alone in the future. Many families have multiple devices and a single feed won’t
be enough. Also they have to pay copper land line rental for phones they don’t use just to get the 
broadband.

Why did it go wrong?
In 80s the then government led by Margaret Thatcher started a programme to bring fibre to every 
part of the UK. They didn’t want a monopoly (BT) to do this, so they opened it up to competition. 
BT were well advanced in the manufacture of fibre and in pole position to deploy it in those days, 
but the Americans came in and it looked like they would get masses in before BT did.

So BT started with dial up, and followed with ADSL, and the bottom dropped out of the market, 
and the cable companies pulled out. BT have since ruled the roost with the second class solution – 
internet access through phone lines. Cheap as chips, should actually have been free.  Virgin bought 
some of the bankrupt fibre lines and started their own network in urban areas. This competition in 
towns and cities has led to what is FTTC, fibre to the cabinet, or ‘infinity’, a faster service for those 
who are close to the cabinets. It doesn’t help those who aren’t within a few hundred metres much – 
if at all. Where Virgin go, BT upgrade, but Virgin cable is a lot better service so customers stay with
them. Virgin on adsl isn’t good, they then become just another reseller of Openreach via wholesale. 
(I know, it’s complicated but stick with it).

In the late 90s in project Colossus, most of the exchanges were fibred up. That meant your dial up 
was fibre based. Smaller exchanges were government funded (all the project access funding went 
there) and only odd tiny ones were left out. Then Openreach sat back and collected the golden eggs,
not investing, not feeding the goose, just paying fat cat wages, and shareholders.

They even gave their boss over £9 million a year, two years running!

The only time they have done anything to update the infrastructure is when and where there was a 
sniff of competition. The rural areas languish on dial up and sub meg ‘broadband’ and nothing has 
been done at all to help. Along came the digital switchover fund, and BDUK. They gave the money 
to the councils. The councils gave BT the funding, and they have used it to cherry pick the urban 
fringes. Essential maintenance has not been done, as any customer will testify, but now Sky 
(another ISP) is calling for a review. Openreach are now holding out their paws for yet more 
funding, (Phase 2) having not delivered the first set of promises. This funding will end up going 
into satellites with their partner Avanti. It is all a stitch up.

https://corporate.sky.com/media-centre/news-page/2015/sky-reveals-evidence-of-openreach-service-failure-and-calls-for-market-investigation?
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/ian-livingston-new-unpaid-government-2289339
http://www.computing.co.uk/ctg/news/2196401/former-bt-cto-slams-uks-visionless-broadband-plans/page/2


British telecom is split into a few groups. Openreach control all the infrastructure. Wholesale sell 
the access. BT internet buy from wholesale and are an Internet Service Provider. All the other ISPs 
buy from wholesale too. Wholesale buy off Openreach. This is why we are deemed to have ‘a 
competitive market’ but in reality we are held to ransom by a monopoly, with the exception of a few
altnets who are independent. Virgin also has an alternative network, mainly fed from their own 
cables. But in the main, it’s all down to Openreach, and they are failing the ISPs.

In 2002 we attempted to get our telephone exchange ‘enabled’ for broadband. We already had fibre 
in it, as did most of the others. We marketed for BT openreach in other words. They weren’t 
interested in us, as with many of the rural exchanges, there was not enough profit in us. In 2003 
there was masses of funding made available, ie Project Access in our area, and we tried to get 
funding to build our own wifi mesh, using a feed from the publicly funded CLEO project. (CLEO 
Cumbria Lancashire Education Online) We couldn’t get any, and all the other funds – Big Lottery, 
Plunkett, Nominet, Nesta etc etc replied to say that ‘BT promise to get broadband to every home in 
the country, so we can’t fund you’.

Eventually project access, having wasted all their funds enabling a few exchanges for BT in 
Cumbria, and millions in ‘promoting the benefits’ were a bit embarrassed to have nothing to show 
for it, so they gave us £25k for 6 case studies to shut us up. We did the case studies from the 
wireless mesh we built with their money. They spent a fortune making a film about it. It was 
showcased at the launch of project access at Rheged  27/10/2005. As soon as we started building the
mesh, BT enabled our exchange. Coincidence? It didn’t matter, as our network couldn’t get 
broadband through the copper anyway, and still can’t. Our mesh thrived and prospered and now all 
the customers are on our own community fibre. And have sacked off their phone lines.

For the next few years, our hopeless regulator assured government that everyone had access to 
broadband. The OFCOM website still has the information on it (page 5, but they have now added a 
proviso about long lines after pressure from grassroots lobby groups). The ordinary people who I 
met every day still hadn’t got it, and where I live the lines are so long even dial up didn’t work, 
despite being ‘fibre based’. In some areas there is no terrestrial tv nor mobile signals. Some places 
don’t have mains water and electric, but you can generate that. Not so with internet. If there are 
south facing hills, even satellites don’t work, but we tried those too. Very expensive to run, dodgy 
upload, high latency and not reliable. One even broke the quoins out of the side of a house, because 
round here it is windy too.

Anyway, we made a fuss. We had a conference in Cumbria, we launched the Final Third First 
campaign. Government needed to realise that to enable everyone to have NGA you have to start at 
the outside and work inwards. Openreach jumped onto this very quickly, and with their snake oil 
salesmen they convinced the councils that only they could deliver to this final third. They assured 
government that their commercial footprint would be upgraded at their own expense, if government 
would fund the harder to reach places. They visited every one of the councils and convinced them 
they could do it. They have put a lot of time and effort into making their vital vision work. Their 
vision is to keep the country on copper, but they call it fibre. FTTC is no more fibre broadband than 
dial up is.

Dr Cochrane: Fibre to the cabinet is one of the biggest mistakes humanity has made. It 
ties a knot in the cable in terms of bandwidth and imposes huge unreliability risks.   

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uVHNH7UOJLuJFpDmb96UUSNGAyy53PQfCwYCUSY3Uis/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uVHNH7UOJLuJFpDmb96UUSNGAyy53PQfCwYCUSY3Uis/edit?usp=sharing
http://stakeholders.ofcom.org.uk/binaries/research/cmr/nations_regions.pdf
https://corporate.sky.com/media-centre/news-page/2015/sky-reveals-evidence-of-openreach-service-failure-and-calls-for-market-investigation?


We made it quite clear at the start that they couldn’t do it with copper. We tried to get the civil 
servants and the EU commission to see through the hype. But they wouldn’t listen. (nobody got 
fired for buying IBM).

The upshot of all this, is that any altnet (alternative network) was not able to access any funding. 
Despite the PAC and NAO investigating and castigating BDUK and BT Openreach, and demanding
that they release the postcode data to descope areas they don’t intend helping, nothing has been 
done, and regulation isn’t working. In the last few months, 6 years after the launch of Digital 
Britain, we have seen a couple of altnets get support, having spent 3 years and a lot of community 
and private money fighting for funding. There is hope. But it’s a farce to have to play a stupid game 
when it should be made easy for people to help themselves.

We are being held to ransom by a greedy monopoly who is killing the golden goose. It has 
consumed all the golden eggs, so there is no next generation waiting in the wings. We are stuck on 
an obsolete phone network for our internet access, and we are fast becoming a laughing stock as BT
leech the last remaining assets from what was a world leading telecoms company.

Nations without good phone networks have leapfrogged straight into fibre, which has also enabled 
powerful mobile networks too, even in remote regions. All this talk of 4G and 5G, it won’t work 
without the fibre backbone, and unless we want millions of masts it still won’t work in the majority 
of the land mass without small local fibre mobile cells in homes and businesses. Even 2G still isn’t 
available in a lot of rural areas. As long as government believes the telco hype, there is no hope for 
us though. That is what compelled me to write this blogpost.

You cannot get fibre broadband down a phone line. You cannot connect the whole country using 
obsolete cabinet technology. gFast is the next stupid thing they will try to push on to us, this only 
works down 19 metres of copper in lab conditions, not through miles of twisted pairs flapping in the
sky or knotted up in trees and ploughed up in fields, or up and down city streets in jammed up 
conduits. We have to wake up and talk to the taxi drivers and those who cut our hair, and stop 
listening to snake oil salesmen.

In our area we are now ok. We all have real fibre, dug in by the community, owned by the 
community, and funded by the community until it was sustainable.

Now it is making a profit. We have proved it works. This project can be replicated to go the extra 
mile, where telcos fear to tread. We are ok, so should I just stop ranting and ignore what is going on 
in the rest of the UK? I think not.

Who are We ?
It’s the whole population of the UK really, isn’t it? If not us, then who? The population employs a 
government supported by public servants to ‘serve the public’. We can all see “our employees” have
been seriously led astray by commercial interests who have lost the plot and are stifling innovation 
in the UK. The Vital Vision brainwashing ran for many years before it was removed, but the 
damage had been done and many public servants had been on it. They became the ‘visionaries’ for 
the infinite superfarce.  BT have erased all traces of it from their site, but the pdf lives on, thanks to 
the cloud.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gQznXpDsHabevh4gjWeCIyhtsZrxr4JGCA30a1KE3LS341ICiLWlCCN4l05b/edit?usp=sharing&authkey=CLGkx1Y
http://www.huffingtonpost.co.uk/mark-goldring/inclusive-capitalism_b_7663042.html?
http://www.parliament.uk/business/committees/committees-a-z/commons-select/public-accounts-committee/news/rural-broadband-report-publication/


The incumbent is determined to protect its investment in copper. It will not invest in fibre until it is 
forced to. It is wasting its profit on patch ups, fat cats and football, instead of futureproof upgrades. 
It has brainwashed our vital ‘visionary’ employees in Westminster.

What’s to be done?
If not now, then when? It’s almost impossible to deal with the “yes ministers” public servants but 
MPs are duty bound to investigate difficulties and instigate remedies. We need to insist that a group 
of MPs are educated with the basic rules of physics and successful solutions, such as B4RN the 
rural community solution, Gigaclear the commercial operators who have deployed rural fibre in 
several places and Hyperoptic in urban areas. These must be visited and studied as templates. These
altnets have not had government support, but they are still delivering a vastly superior and more 
cost effective solution than the incumbent. After the explanations of what’s wrong, and when they 
understand, the MPs could follow instructions for including a much clearer and more precise set of 
definitions:

It is not ‘fibre broadband‘ if it comes down a phone line.

‘Homes passed’ should not be included in statistics.

”Upto‘ speeds are not acceptable.

It so happens that an “All Party Parliamentary Group” (this group could easily be brainwashed into 
becoming yet another delaying tactic?)  has been set up specifically to investigate Rural Broadband.
Ian Liddell-Grainger MP will chair the Rural Broadband APPG with Richard Bacon MP and Nigel 
Evans MP as vice Chairs. They, for a start, must visit B4RN in Rural Lancashire, Hyperoptic in 
London and Gigaclear in Oxfordshire and find out the truth, free from snake oil salesman hype. The
telco lobby has brainwashed most of our nation. Rural areas are the lifeblood of our nation, and 
need fibre, and it has been proven to be economical by altnets. Once the rural areas have fibre, the 
rest will swiftly follow, as food and water flow into the cities, so will superb internet access for all. 
<end rant>



Please do your bit. Think about it, talk about it, to the taxi driver and your barber/hairdresser, 
friends, family and co-workers, and help stop this superfarce, bit by bit. The same way you eat an 
elephant. One bite/byte at a time. Do it for the next generation. Help build a real Digital Britain.

 

 

4As – the Activists enthuse the Adopters, the Adopters can enthuse the Apathetic, (activists scare 
apathetics) otherwise the Anti brigade get their way, and all we’ll end up with is FTTC and a 
superfast train set for a few commuters. If you can’t be an Activist, be an Adopter. Help us build a 
Digital Britain to be proud of. Why not be the best?

 

We have made a start, here in Lancashire. We have built our own fibre network from scratch, and it 
just works. The people have done it all. We have many retired people working in the trenches, 
grannies and granddads with spades and pickaxes. We have found it builds community cohesion and
everyone has a feel good factor. It can be done. If we can do it, others can too. If government would
support it, it could be done a lot faster and a lot easier. Your future is in your hands. To which group 
do you belong? Activist or Anti?Adopter or Apathetic? You don’t have to be techie. It isn’t rocket 
science.



 

Thank You. Power to the People.

Dr Cochrane: Fibre to the cabinet is one of the biggest mistakes humanity has made. It 
ties a knot in the cable in terms of bandwidth and imposes huge unreliability risks.   Click
here for the full interview with the ex CTO of BT.

Update, July 8th 2015:

For those who are interested in a truly factual account and history of the Superfarce that is 
Digitalbritain, they need look no further than this blog, it is written by the very brave whistleblower,
Mike Kiely, and you will have no doubt after reading it that what I said is true. He has the proof. 
http://thebitcommons.com/cgi-bin/ebb/blog2/index.php?action=viewcomments&pid=19

 

B4RN was ISPA Internet Hero in 2012

B4RN were awarded tw  o     MBEs in the Queen’s BirthdayHonours list 2015.

http://b4rn.org.uk/two-mbes-for-b4rn
http://b4rn.org.uk/two-mbes-for-b4rn
http://b4rn.org.uk/two-mbes-for-b4rn
http://www.trefor.net/2012/07/03/b4rn-is-a-hero-at-ispas/
http://thebitcommons.com/cgi-bin/ebb/blog2/index.php?action=viewcomments&pid=19
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uVHNH7UOJLuJFpDmb96UUSNGAyy53PQfCwYCUSY3Uis/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1uVHNH7UOJLuJFpDmb96UUSNGAyy53PQfCwYCUSY3Uis/edit?usp=sharing
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